
Program Description
Battling fire is a science that requires special skills and personal  
characteristics — compassion, fast thinking, and calmness under pressure.  
At the University of New Haven, fire science majors get hands-on experience  
in one of the most comprehensive fire science programs in the country. Our 
state-of-the-art facilities include laboratories for fire dynamics, automatic  
fire suppression, fire detection and control, and fire/arson investigation,  
where live fires are produced for students to investigate.

Our renowned faculty, innovators in fire science, bring into the classroom 
decades of collective experience as firefighters, fire department officers,  
and arson investigators. Classroom and lab experience have helped our  
students earn internships with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security,  
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the National Fire Academy,  
New York City Fire Department, and the Connecticut State Police. Fire  
science majors focus their career paths on fire administration or fire/ 
arson investigation. Upon graduation, they pursue careers as municipal  
firefighters, loss control consultants, or as professionals in the fields  
of fire protection engineering, industrial fire protection, forest fire  
prevention, and other areas involved in the prevention, suppression,  
and investigation of fires.
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Career Growth
According to Encoura, the leading research and  
advisory firm focused exclusively on higher education,  
some of the most popular fire science careers are  
going to see significant growth in the  10 years  
leading up to 2027.
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Resources and Facilities 
Fire/Arson Investigation Laboratory: One of only a few fire/arson investigation labs  
on a college campus in the country, this lab comprises three fire/arson investigation 
rooms that replace live fires. Students gain invaluable firsthand experience. The rooms  
in this lab can be re-burnt to change the fire so that students are continuously learning.

Automatic Sprinkler Laboratory: This lab allows students to experience the types  
of systems and the various sprinkler heads used in the industry. Students learn how  
to reset a sprinkler system, trip a system’s valve, and make water flow out of whichever  
head they choose — sidewall, pendant, upright, or deluge-type — as well as to gauge  
the floor coverage of each head.

Computer Laboratory: The computers here contain the same specialized software  
that the fire service uses. Using these programs, students become familiar with all  
of the software capabilities within the industry.

Fire Dynamics Laboratory: Modern fires can involve a plethora of chemicals. In this 
lab, students not only learn about flash and fire points; they also experiment with them. 
Through tests with burning metals and other materials, students see how these materials 
ignite and burn, as well as how they react with various extinguishing agents.

Choose Your Focus – 
Fire Administration or 
Fire/Arson Investigation
To help you focus on a career path, we offer  
a choice of two concentrations in addition  
to the core courses required for the  
bachelor’s degree:

Fire Administration: You will become  
familiar with best management practices 
within fire departments, learning command 
structure and developing the skills required 
to become a leader among peers and fellow 
firefighters.

Fire/Arson Investigation: This concentration  
prepares you for a career in fire and explosion 
investigation, arson/fraud detection, and code 
enforcement in both the public and private 
sectors. You will also gain insight into the 
criminal justice field by earning a minor in 
criminal justice. Courses incorporate the art 
of investigating fires as well as crime scenes.

A Focus on  
High-Impact Education 
As a fire science major, concentrating in either  
Fire Administration or Fire/Arson Investigation,  
you’ll learn the science behind fire: what gives  
it life, what keeps it burning, and how to properly 
extinguish it. You’ll learn how to lead teams of 
firefighters. And you’ll have access to our state- 
of-the-art fire investigation laboratory. Fire science 
students also explore coursework in related areas  
such as forensic science, criminal justice, and  
homeland security.

Students prepare for a career in fire/arson/explosion investigation 
by attending lectures and investigating real fire scenes in multiple 
burn rooms. Fire scene photography, evidence collection, inter-
viewing/interrogation, and origin and cause determination are 
just a few of the skills developed by students.”
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Internships
Students can gather a wealth of knowledge from books, lectures, and 
guest speakers, but nothing puts that knowledge to use like a job. 
Entering the workforce and assuming responsibility helps students  
to mature as they develop their skills and acumen and apply what  
they’ve learned in class.

Sample Internship Placements:

• Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

• Connecticut Commission on Fire Prevention and Control

• Connecticut Town Fire Departments such as Allingtown, Branford,  
East Haven, Fairfield, Hamden, Middletown, Milford, New Haven, 
North Haven, Wallingford, Waterbury, and West Haven

• Connecticut State Fire Marshal’s Office

• Connecticut State Police

• Department of Homeland Security

• Disney

• Nassau County Fire Marshal’s Office, N.Y.

• National Fire Academy, Md.

• Ocean County Prosecutor’s Office, N.J.

• Traveler’s Insurance

• West Haven Center District Fire Department

About Us
The University of New Haven, founded on the Yale campus  
in 1920, is a private, coeducational university situated on  
the coast of southern New England. It’s a diverse and vibrant 
community of more than 7,000 students with campuses 
across the country and around the world.

Within our colleges and schools, students immerse them-
selves in a transformative, career-focused education across 
the liberal arts and sciences, fine arts, business, healthcare 
and health sciences, engineering, public safety, and public 
service. More than 100 academic programs are offered, all 
grounded in a long-standing commitment to collaborative, 
interdisciplinary, project-based learning. 

At the University of New Haven, the experience of learning 
is both personal and pragmatic, guided by a distinguished 
faculty who care deeply about individual student success.  
As leaders in their fields, faculty provide the inspiration  
and recognition needed for students to fulfill their potential 
and succeed at whatever they choose to do.

To learn more, scan the QR Code or visit: 

newhaven.edu/firescience

For more information,  
or to arrange a visit, contact

Office of Undergraduate Admissions
 203.932.7319
 admissions@newhaven.edu
 newhaven.edu

Your Success  
Starts Here 


